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Wish Former State Co-Chair WellWish Former State Co-Chair Well

In a letter of resignation sent to the state executive committee, known as the Coordinating Council,

and the local leadership of the Georgia Green Party, state Party Co-Chair Nicole Jackel-Routh wrote:

"I regret to inform everyone that I hereby resign from the (Georgia Green Party) Coordinating

Council."  She went on to explain that she had not been as "responsive and available as a Co-Chair

should" to her responsibilities to the Party due to conflicts with her obligations to completing

Graduate School and teaching high school.

"We regret that Nicole has had to make this choice.  Her work and spirit will be missed by those of us

who have had the privilege of working with her in building a progressive electoral alternative for

Georgia's voters,"  said her co-chair, Badili Jones, of Dekalb County.  "Our loss will be her student's

gain."

"I'm afraid I have no choice but to focus all my efforts on the classroom," said Ms. Jackel-Routh. "As

many of you have seen in the last few months, the kids have to come first, and I apologize for not

having foreseen this conflict of interest at the last convention.  Thank you so much for all the

wonderful work you do. Keep fighting the good fight!"  
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Vota por tus esperanzas, no por tus miedos!Vota por tus esperanzas, no por tus miedos!
Vote Your Hopes, Not Your Fears!Vote Your Hopes, Not Your Fears!
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